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Historical and Cultural
Contexts
• Peta Clancy is a contemporary Australian First
Nations artist, a descendent of the Bangerang
Nation from the Murray Goulburn area southeastern Australia. Her ancestral lands and
cultural heritage has influenced her choice of
exploring the Victorian landscape and history in
depth.
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• She completed a practice based PhD at Monash
Art, Design and Architecture (MADA) in
Melbourne in 2009.

Below:

• She also works as a Senior Lecturer at MADA
(Monash Art, Design and Architecture).
• As a First Nations artist, Clancy is in a unique
position to respond to the hidden histories of
colonisation, and events which threatened the
survival of her ancestors.
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Ideas and Meanings
Clancy’s work addresses a wide range of themes
but she is particularly interested in amplifying
largely unknown histories relating to colonisation;
events which have threatened the survival of her
ancestors. Clancy aims to bring to light these
hidden histories in a contemporary setting to
explore how they have shaped the present.
Undercurrent, created across 2018-19 emerged
from Clancy’s investigation into Dja Dja Wurrung
histories and massacres of First Nations peoples
across Victoria in the 1800s. This series develops
further ideas explored in an earlier series Fissures
in Time 2017, which also focused on Postcolonial
landscapes, colonial histories and used water as a
metaphor for covered and denied histories. Whilst
researching for her earlier Aurelian series, featuring
endangered moths and butterflies, she became
aware of the massacre map of Victoria. ‘Having
grown up in Victoria I was shocked to realise that
this level of violence had occurred throughout the
places that I have traversed throughout my life.’1
For Undercurrent, Clancy was awarded the
inaugural 2018 Fostering Koorie Art and Culture
grant from the Koorie Heritage Trust. This
enabled her to spend significant time on Country
investigating massacre sites with members of the
Dja Dja Wurrung community. She was particularly
drawn to one site which is now submerged
underwater, seeing this site as a metaphor for
Australia’s denial of the history of massacres. She
spent a whole year visiting the site going back
every few weeks, through seasons and at different
times of the day, documenting it to produce the
body of work Undercurrent.
In The Burning World exhibition four digital prints
from the series are framed and installed over the
top of a large wallpaper. An immersive soundscape
recorded onsite underwater with a hydrophone will
accompany the pohotographs. The photographic
images are created by firstly photographing the
site and then returning to the same site with the
printed photographs, cutting through them (or
‘scarring’) and rephotographing the first photo
with the same landscape behind. Conceptually,
this aims to challenge the construction of images
and histories; provoking viewer to ask what truth is
and what has been denied with regards to colonial
histories.

Undercurrent references frontier violence and
massacres on Dja Dja Wurrung Wurrung Country;
not far from the city of Bendigo. The fact that
these events and many like them across Australia
have been largely covered over and the sites
they took place unmarked and un-memorialised
has contributed to inherited or transgenerational
trauma of indigenous peoples.
During 2019 Undercurrent was exhibited at the
Koorie Heritage Trust Gallery, Federation Square,
Melbourne, and in the group exhibitions ‘The
National 2019 - New Australian Art’, at the Art
Gallery of NSW and ‘Capital’, at the National Centre
for Photography, Ballarat as part of the Ballarat
International Foto Biennale.
An earlier series in which Clancy also explored the
environment and endangered species of insects
was Aurelian, 2014-15. This photographic series
focused on threatened Australian moths and
butterflies, and, as a prelude to the techniques
used in Undercurrent, she gathered soil samples
from the original habitats of the insects and
photographed them against the earth, as if
returning them to their original location.
In addition to explorations of the environment
and postcolonial history, Clancy has also explored
the body in both a literal and metaphoric sense
in other works. In The Body is a Big place, she
collaborated with artist Helen Pynor to create an
installation incorporating pigs’ blood and hearts
and, in an implied sense, she explored notions
of the body with her delicately pierced and
rephotographed large prints of female eyes and lips
in Punctured and she crumpled paper to resemble
aged skin in She carries it like a map on her skin.

Of her work Clancy says ‘A scar is a sign of
violence. It represents a cut or an incision made in
the skin. It is not the actual cut, which has healed,
but a reminder of the violence of the incision. I
explore the symbology of the scar and the cut
through the process of cutting through the print.
The images are cut, yet rendered whole again, but
the cut Undercurrents in the image as a visual trace
of the traumatic history and events that occurred
within the landscape.’2
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Influences
Clancy recalls being inspired by photography
from a primary school memory in which she made
a photogram (or paper print) from some wattle
flowers. ‘When developing this photogram, I was
fascinated by the magical, alchemical process of
the image appearing before my eyes. I still have the
photogram in my studio.’3
Renowned documentary and celebrity
photographer Rennie Ellis was a family friend and
she recalls family events being documented by
Ellis.
She initially studied an Arts Degree majoring in
Multicultural studies which would have informed
her eventual investigation into cultural themes in
photography. It was through studying Photography
as an elective that she decided to put together a
folio for entry into photography at Philip Institute,
now RMIT.
Through her university studies and residences she
has been inspired by continually learning about a
broad range of subjects.

Techniques, Materials and
Processes
Like many contemporary photo based artists, Peta
Clancy works across a number of mediums and
collaborates with others on projects. The main art
forms she works with are still photography, video,
sculpture and installation.
To produce Undercurrent, like many of her series,
she worked with colour film, then scanned the
images to create a digital print. The final prints
are inkjet pigment prints which are high quality
and archival. She works with a professional image
scanning company to assist with the scanning.
The prints are unglazed to ensure that there is no
reflection so that the viewer feels that they are also
onsite.

Art elements, art principles,
aesthetic qualities and style
Clancy focuses on the element of time in both
a literal and metaphoric sense. The processes of
layering images upon static images on the wall in
Undercurrent enable the viewer to ‘focus on what
may have been missed, denied or hidden’.4
Most of Clancy’s photographs showcase extensive
use of rich, enhanced colour. Undercurrent features
a strong contrast of warm and cool colours
alongside smooth and blurred textures to show
a divide between perhaps what is tangible and
what is evoked. The large scale of the images and
the immersive soundscape recorded underwater
at the massacre site creates an evocative viewing
experience, making the viewer feel like they are
right at the site
The composition of the landscape photographs
is fairly simple which enables the other elements
to dominate. The use of a symmetrical balance
and repetition of landscape shapes such as water
ripples and trees unify the landscape scenes.
Contemporary in time and with layering of imagery
and referencing of past ideas and art styles Clancy
would be considered Postmodern in style, whereas
the questioning of the acceptance of colonial
histories as being accurate situate her work within
the Postcolonialism.
Elements:
Colour, texture, sound, time
Principles:
Contrast, balance, repetition, unity, scale

Like the other artists in The Burning World, and
in contrast to traditional photographers, Clancy’s
installations blurs the lines between art, film,
documentary and photography. Collaboration and
taking part in artist residencies are also a large part
of her process and each series is the product of
extensive research.
Part of the process of creating Undercurrent, was
to apply for a Cultural Heritage Permit. This was
necessary to visit and research an Aboriginal Place.
The application process is coordinated through
Aboriginal Victoria with the approval process
through the appropriate Registered Aboriginal
Party. The Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 provides
for the protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage
and Aboriginal intangible heritage in Victoria.
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Student focus

Studio Arts Area of Study 3 Units 1, 2 & 3

Listen to the artist discussing Undercurrent when
it was displayed as part of The National exhibition:
https://eastsidefm.org/episodes/arts-friday1030am-12th-apr-2019/ (go to 16.20- 23.30 to hear
Peta Clancy)

Influences

Read the introduction and artist statement
in the Undercurrent catalogue, produced
for the exhibition at the Koori Heritage
Trust: https://static1.squarespace.com/
static/59190134e3df28cc11fe4046/t/5cc101479
b747a6fcbe3f79b/1556152656414/PetaClancy_
Undercurrent.pdf
Discuss the following points:

VCE Art Unit 3 Area of Study 1
Interpreting Art
Structural Framework
• For the Undercurrent series, Clancy has chosen
a heightened and contrasting warm/cool colour
scheme, contrast of textures and a horizontal
landscape format.
In what way does this challenge your
understanding of a photographic landscape?
• View the early Australian colonial landscapes
displayed near Undercurrent. In what way
is Undercurrent both similar and different
aesthetically and technically to traditional
landscapes? Why do you think the curator chose
this room to display Undercurrent in?
• In Undercurrent, Clancy chooses to shoot
her images on film but then scans and
rephotographs them. Analyse how the way
she builds up and then cuts into her artworks
subverts the traditional way of creating a
photograph.
• Why do you think Clancy chose photography
to explore this series rather than painting? As a
photograph, how does Undercurrent interrogate
notions of photography depicting the truth?
Personal/Cultural Framework
• As a descendent of the Bangerang Nation
from the Murray Goulburn area south-eastern
Australia, explain how this may give her a
connection to motivate her research into
massacre sites of First Nations people across
Victoria namely on Dja Dja Wurrung Country.

• Clancy cites the renowned photographer Rennie
Ellis as an early influence as he was a family
friend. Look at examples of Ellis’s photographs
of Australian culture. Compare and contrast
Ellis’s and Clancy’s viewpoints on Australian
culture as expressed through their photography.
Materials and Techniques
• In a radio interview, Clancy says that her act
of cutting through the photographs in the
landscape setting was like ‘Light cutting through
darkness.’5 Explain how her technique of cutting
has assisted her to create her aesthetic and
communicate ideas and meanings about the
untold history of Australia.
• Despite the availability and ease of digital
photography, Clancy prefers to shoot on film,
scanning and reworking the images later.
Research other artists such as Bill Henson who
also shoot on film in the contemporary era.
Discuss the difference between the qualities of
film and digital resolution.
• Clancy shoots using a large format camera and
4 x 5” colour film, which she says captures the
light better than digital cameras. Research the
differences between film and digital cameras in
terms of light and exposure.
Communication of Ideas and Meaning
• In a radio interview, Clancy said that after visiting
the massacre site several times, she wondered
about how the traditional owners of the site
felt about the untold history, considering that
their lives had been turned upside down; she
also indicated that she subsequently tried to
show a before and after perspective. Explain
how she has shown the before and after
perspective through her depicting of subject
matter, aesthetics and choice of materials and
techniques. How has she depicted multiple time
frames?
• How has Clancy used specific techniques to
communicate the idea of trauma?
Historical/Cultural Contexts
• As a contemporary Australian artist studying
both theory and practice including Multicultural
Studies and Photography at tertiary level,
discuss how these experiences would
have informed her processes of creating
Undercurrent.
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• As Clancy is a descendent of the Bangerang
Nation from the Murray Goulburn area southeastern Australia, explain how this may impact
on her experience of inherited/ transgenerational
trauma with respect to her research into
massacres that have occurred on Dja Dja
Wurrung Country.
Elements and Principles of Design/Aesthetic
Qualities/ Style
• Explain Clancy’s choice of a landscape format
within the principle of scale.
• What is the aesthetic quality of the use of
realistic and cool colour, and the elements of
sound and time?
• Explain how Clancy has used the principles of
balance, and repetition of shape to explore a
particular aesthetic quality.
• Clancy’s style blurs the line between realistic
documentary style photography and
conceptual/ Postmodern style photography.
Which elements of Undercurrent appear
documentary and which ones are conceptual?
• Explain how Clancy combines traditional formats
of landscape with contemporary layering
techniques.
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Worksheet Questions
Subject Matter
• Explain what you can see in the subject matter of the two different views of the landscapes in each
different artwork in Undercurrent. Is there anything natural or unnatural about their depiction?



Communication of Ideas and Meaning
• What do you think Clancy is communicating about the landscapes in Undercurrent? Does the environment
appear peaceful or violent? How has she used aesthetics to communicate her stories? Why do you think
Clancy chose not to depict human figures in the images even though the stories she is amplifying involve
people?




Materials and Techniques
• Discuss the steps of the process Clancy used to create her combined images that feature two different
views of the same site/landscape and the division between in the landscapes. Research analogue
photography and large format cameras filming and discuss how Clancy has used them to effect in
Undercurrent.


Historical/Cultural Contexts
• As a contemporary Australian artist, explain how Clancy has used both contemporary and traditional
techniques to depict her ideas in Undercurrent.
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Elements of Design/ Aesthetic Qualities
• Explain Clancy’s choice of a symmetrical balance of the landscape. How is this like or unlike the colonial
landscape painted by European artists nearby?


• What is the effect of the heightened colour scheme and the use of the elements of sound and time?


• What other aesthetic qualities has Clancy used in Undercurrent?
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